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About This Game

Vector is an exciting, arcade-style game featuring you as the exceptional free runner who won’t be held down by the system. The
game opens with a view into a totalitarian world where freedom and individually is nothing more than a distant dream. But the
heart of a freerunner is strong, and you so break free. Run, vault, slide and climb using extraordinary techniques based on the
urban ninja sport of Parkour all while being chased by “Big Brother” who’s sole purpose is to capture you and bring you back.

Inspired by the practice and principles of Parkour, Vector’s intuitive controls please players of all levels, and sophisticated level
designs challenge the most demanding players with fast-paced timing puzzles as the traceur “flows” over the rooftops.

- Hunter Mode: Tired of being chased? Start fighting on Big Brother’s side and hunt down opponents to shock them with your
trusty taser!

- Controller Support: Enjoy the run with your favorite gamepad!

The best parkour-inspired action game! Vector lets you break free and run! Don’t get caught!
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Title: Vector
Genre: Action, Indie
Publisher:
Nekki GmbH
Release Date: 4 Dec, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Memory: 1000 MB RAM

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese,Turkish,Russian,Arabic,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Japanese,Korean,Norwe
gian,Polish,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chinese
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The game was a nice little gem to me.

It's simple like the old stickman games, except not quite. You simply run around, kill enemies, get in cover to magically turn
invisible.
The weapons system, if you use advanced mode, is actually really fun when you get the hang of it. My fingers enjoyed sliding
around my Xbox controller (probably not as good if you used a keyboard) to reload and♥♥♥♥♥♥my weapons.

Some parts of the game feel like they need improvement. Sometimes cover is just too easymode. You can sit in cover and
cameras will ignore you, even if you're between the camera and the cover. You can sit in cover watching a patrol of three guards
walk by and you can just stealth kill each of them, nobody will notice or care. You can place a Claymore mine - green with
"Place front towards enemy" signage and all, on marble white floors - and then sit behind cover and click your clicker, and the
enemy will just walk towards you and blow himself up. Never mind that giant green Claymore you're about to step on, you need
to find out that mysterious clicking noise! (Side note: You can blow yourself up with Claymores, too.) I also disliked missions
that force you to use stealth and try to narratively justify it. No, I don't have to go unseen, I just have to kill all the witnesses, I
already had to kill all the witnesses elsewhere and it seemed to work just fine...

The story's almost disappointingly short, but it does have some replayability. I played every mission I could with the
"juggernaut" loadout: the shotgun, ballistic vest, and grenades. But I want to try going back over them with the "all-rounder"
loadout: the rifle, the clicker, and Claymores. Stealth nuts would also want to try the "secret agent man" loadout: suppressed M9,
door snake cam, and EMP camera-busters. Plus the achievements seem interesting enough for an achievement hunter to want.

But what really would you want or expect out of a game like this? Aside from some, and certainly not all, stealth mechanics it's
a shooter, with enough gore to satisfy those who crave it. It's all about slaughtering stick figures who apparently are ideologically
incorrect and copies and clones and bosses and mafia and crimes oh my. There are certainly some missions where you can just
waltz in and blast everyone in sight. The feedback of taking them down makes the experience feel hardcore, it's cool. I probably
have issues but remember, video games don't make us violent - lag does. On top of that, the game does a good job of feeling
open-ended, though whether it's actually open-ended is up for debate.

So yeah, this is a nice little game and especially one to check out if you played a lot of stick games back in the day. Stick Strike
and Sift Heads are what I really remember thanks in part to Ballistick here. It plays surprisingly well, despite the lackluster
graphical style (who am I kidding, it's stick figures here!) and parts that don't make a ton of sense. Definitely something I
enjoyed.. This game suffers from far too many faults.

The description given in the infographic under "About this game" is generous to a fault.

Here's a list of places the game falls short:

The music is corny, the sound effects are horrible

The controls are often confusing, leading you to constantly hit F1 to review them, which shows a help page which is also
confusing.

The flow of the game is poorly described. It took me a bit to figure out that the probe you are gathering with at the start isn't the
ship you will eventually design and iterate on.

The faction system makes no sense. The universe seems way too large to bother exploring and each system seems to be owned
by a faction. You gain and lose faction points extremely fast with different factions for doing different things. There seems to
be no benefit to the different factions? I'm not really sure what the whole point of the system was, it was poorly balanced and
seemed irrelevant in the end.

The 'storyline' was just a very short series of quests where I basically just ran around shooting things. Never felt threatened by
the enemy, there was no sense of progression here, and nothing interesting.
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Combat is too easy, just circle strafe, throw drones at them and they'll never hit you. Once you get enough drones you can kill
anything pretty much instantly. Even before you get drones just circle strafe and shoot. Hell, if you don't want to circle strafe,
just strap ~10 extra power and shield modules to your ship and you will be unkillable in that way.

Ship design is also poorly balanced and poorly explained. There's a life support\/power system that I think was supposed to
constrain big ship design, but really doesn't serve a purpose because you just throw on enough parts that everything is green and
you're good to go. Many of the parts have parameters that are not explained, and the numbers seem to make no sense. Often
there's one 'best part' which outshines other parts in every category, so you just strap a ton of those on your ship. Would have
been better if you had to balance things out instead of just throwing a bunch of parts together.

I really wanted to like this game, but the design is terrible on almost every level.. I have a fairly decent computer - admittedly
somewhat old - and this game is so horribly optimized that it barely runs. Avoid if you don't have a newer computer.. Really
cool little game , has a lot of potential and it also has a nostalgic feel to it.

Be good if you did like a full car collection from "Initial D" and added some more tracks , customizable cars , point system to
earn coins for unlockable cars/parts ect.

As a new game i don't expect all this from launch but would be good to see in the future updates!. boring game. such a waste.
It's cute but it needs a few improvements. I want to be able to re-bind keys. It would also be nice to use WASD for movement,
to use the mouse or a gamepad for movement. Powerups should stack up, not just change the way you shoot, so that there is a
greater sense of progression.. I like it, it has a lot going for it .
> It is difficult getting oriented to the UI .

> The inventory could be streamlined but for now it works.

> Performance is an ongoing issue (as with all games that use Unity Engine)

> The landscape scenery has a lot of options for adjustments on the graphics, but lackluster in the planning of the biomes.
  Are the reasons for the patterned biomes some kind of "Lore Related" future puzzle to unlock before you can escape the
  Crossworlds? There must be a reason for the title, hmmm; something to speculate about.

>The resurrection aspect of this game is real frustrating for me and keeping a statue ready if you want to respawn at your
  base otherwise...you never know where in the map you appear. I do feel however, that an option to keep your loot or have
  it drop where you die could add to this game. A persistent bug keeps the Icon of your loot invisible so you never find it in
  time because the delay factor happens too soon.

> I am a gamer that does not like decay factors implemented in games. The arrows disappear when they should just lay
  there or automatically go into inventory as you loot your animals and NPC rats and goblins.I am fortunate to have a
  beastie rig so the option for decay factor on or off would be ideal for gamers like myself.

I am on my 5th or 6th startover and looking forward to playing another 100 hours to see what happens ! I broke my others LOL

Update:
I started over and am finding the game easier to navigate.
 Graphics are wonderful - Seasons changing is the addicting aspect of this game it really makes you think of what to do to get
ready for winter. Reaching most of the achievements are easy to get seeings how dying is easy to do LOL

Get this game when you can the Devs are all over the Bug fixing as soon as someone reports one. Good communication between
the Devs and the Community at this point.
A good game takes years to perfect just remember Skyrim was 10 years in the making and I think Crossworlds is going to be at
least half that before the Devs release the full version.. Classic Stealth Gaming ACTION at its best.
No violence, just good 'ol stealin' stuff!

For the total playtime of 20 hours and 40 minutes, it was very much worth the $10 I spent when I grabbed it during the Steam
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Winter Holiday Sale 2014.

The only problem, which is a work in progress at the moment, is full proper Gamepad support. I played 99% of the time with
my Xbox 360 wireless gamepad, only used the keyboard to start the 'heists' AKA Missions.
Other than that, I had no problems with the gameplay.

Looking forward to seeing future games from Wonderstruck UK!
. At the moment, I am very disappointed with this game. It has a lot of potential but It has almost one year and a half that I
bought it and stills on early access. The game didn't chance much since then, despite one or two updates and a few
achievements.

When it gets finished I will chance my review but for now I can't recommend it.. It's better than the first part, at least pressing a
key seems to have an effect more often. It'd still be more fun to just roll a dice and say you've won if you roll 10 sixes in a row,
though, because that's how it feels ...
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this is a Very good pick if you are looking for a family game for all ages, and there are not soo many around

. Short, but worth the price. I have 4.7 hrs on record and went through it twice to get all the achievements.. The best thing to
happen to this game since launch was adding in Anna <3 Got my main back. good old space invaders.

and still someone get cash for it...should be free. I also want 100 lvls.

play. Player Bases.
\u2610 Kids.
\u2610 Everyone.
\u2611 Mature.
\u2610 Casual Players.
\u2610 Pro players.

Graphics.
\u2610 Potato.
\u2610 Really Bad.
\u2610 Bad.
\u2610 OK.
\u2610 Good.
\u2610 Beautiful.
\u2611 Masterpiece.

Price.
\u2611 Full Price.
\u2610 Wait For Sale.
\u2610 Refund It If You Can.
\u2610 Don't Buy It.
\u2610 Free.

Requirements.
\u2610 Minimum.
\u2610 Medium.
\u2610 Fast.
\u2611 High End.
\u2610 Super Computer.

Difficulty.
\u2610 Easy.
\u2610 Medium.
\u2611 Hard.
\u2610 Very Hard.
\u2610 Death March.
\u2610 Dark Souls.

Game length.
\u2610 Really Short. ( 0 - 2 hours)
\u2610 Short. ( 2 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Medium. ( 8 - 16 hours)
\u2611 Long. ( 16+ hours)
\u2610 Endless.

Story.
\u2610 It Doesn't Have One.
\u2610 Horrible.
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\u2610 Ok.
\u2610 Average.
\u2610 Good.
\u2611 Fantastic.

Cinematic\/Art.
\u2610 It Doesn't Have.
\u2610 Horrible.
\u2610 Ok.
\u2610 Average.
\u2610 Good.
\u2611 Like Watching A Movie.

Music\/Sound.
\u2610 Horrible.
\u2610 Decent.
\u2610 Average.
\u2610 Good.
\u2611 Amazing.

Gameplay.
\u2610 Terrible.
\u2610 Ok.
\u2610 Average.
\u2610 Good.
\u2611 Fantastic.

Bugs.
\u2610 Game Itself Is One Big BUG.
\u2610 Game Breaking Bugs.
\u2610 Lots of bugs.
\u2610 Few Bugs.
\u2611 Nothing.

Others.
Multiplayer: \u2610
Singleplayer: \u2611

Final Score:
10\/10

Perfection. Buy it!. This is quite easily the greatest game ever to be made by any company, ever.. Play it, only when you are
isolated, bored and there is not any other possibility how to spend time plus price is less than 0.49 Eur.. The mechanics in this
game is wonderfully executed, Visuals is where it is lacking.
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